
 

 

Zero-Hour Zero-Hour Labour 
 

• Tra-la-la’s bloodied, chilli fingeys whipping the placcy tray rim for speckly remnants of 
Geiger guac or Strontium cheese sauce smulch to strum, impact zone, gobwards.  

 

• On the kitchen’s FM tuned, retro, monaural tranny, a smug DJ’s hissin’ proliferaton ‘bout 
a ‘bullet chart entry’ that he’d payola predicted to snuffle atomically up ye olde Hot 100. 

 

• Carby, isotope-nachos-fattened Tra-la-la yawns, for it’s fukkin’ Janet Jacksy plugged to 
ecstatic blast of ascendency again, while Tra-la-la herself’d ballistically posted off her ‘a 
cappella’ approximation of a self-penned demo ditty on a micro cassette to A&M (A&R) 8 
years ago, an early warning of her talent, and she still hadn’t heard detonation or 
shockwave! 

 

• Defiant, she sings duets with Janet, via a handbag sized loud-hailer, in assorted salt-beef 
bagel stores near you, overlaying her trenchant, tuneless takes over Janet’s own 
commercially available recordings in wafting distort from a mini-speaker pouched within 
the customised, Polaris missile embroidered bum-bag latched about her, harness like.  

 

• “This is what you’re missing fukkas!”, she concertedly concerts, unabashed in a splurge of 
entitlement in that she proclaims, forthrighteously and slightly foamingly, that, “The ruling 
class muso execs have silenced my sonorous talents. I need not their mediation! You need 
not their gate-keeping! I sing irradiationally for you all, directly and without fee. It is my 
newly launched ‘music-direct’ service industry for you all, my proto-fan community, to 
entertain and assuage your every emosh conclavity and your each and ev’ry niche, 
multiplicity of joy and adversity through my benevolent, performative gifting of ‘access to 
the arts for all’, via my supine gob and your attenuated, attentive, adoring antennae. So, 
pin ‘em lugholes open, you lucky mukky-fukkas, for the fallout fabufuk-flava o’me muzak 
misbehaviour! This self-styled, twitched, diva bitch-siren’s twist, this Tra-la-la’s famed la-
de-daarhs!” 

 

• Phrasing and intonation as ‘Sunshine Unit’ trilled rays that neutron mulch the neurals. 
Subjected minds and applauding hands melting, their vapourisation measured in the 
reflectometries of the resultant fists of mushroom mist. In proportionate response, she 
is escorted from ‘La Taco Belle Et La Bête’ in a bopping flail of straitjacket, thinking of the 
biohazard protection overalled bouncers, ‘Little Boy’ and ‘Fat Man’, as her backing 
dancers and the stockpiled munching, laughing diners as her newly plutonium enriched 
fans. 

 

• A textbook instigation of ‘attack to defend’ collateral damage management! The minder’s 
preemptive strike against unacceptable impositions of illegal light entertainment; 
balladeer hawkers must be expunged, silenced lest a malignant growth in regional poor 
taste ensue! These chaperones of crocked croonery soon pistol-whipped her stentorian 
feet into dainty, silken, ballet shoe shapeliness while the latter camp of unwowed diner 
guzzlers crowdy-chanted, “Moo-moo, no moo-moo! This ain’t a salt-beef store! This be 
Tacksy-Bellykins! And there, m’dear’s the door!”  

 

• “Did you see, hubster, she’d fair missed her spume of lips with the trajectory of her 
lipstick!” / “And, wifey, she missed her face with the radium pan-stick by a long chalk of 
megatonnage!” / “And, bastard, I’ll wager that her acne mounds were mouthing the words 
to mute choruses of what, I think, were outlawed National Anthems!” / “Yes, you cow, and 



 

 

the pustules, therein them there zits, popped into lavarous rivulets of saluting, freeform 
jazz-hands!”  

 

• [Or did something step on a hot sauce sachet mid shape-shift?] 

• [And where’s my side order of planetary accreta?] 
 

• “And, oh, zutty-zut alors, it’s like horizontal lightning!” / “Oh, my giddy word, is that the 
sound of an atom splitting?” / “L’addition s'il vous plaît et maintenant avec vitesse parce 
que we’re really dry-fry dying!” / “Mais, ma chérie, tu as payé les con quand tu as 
commandé! / Oh, fuckety, I must’ve lost my mind in that tickle of fissile missile! / Service 
c_nts!  Serv… 

 


